Spectator Judging Data Sheet

This data sheet contains the most important facts about the app.

- **Free** for Android and iOS: Just type “Spectator Judging” in the AppStore / Google Play and install the app.

- We offer three judging modes. The organiser can choose which are available:
  - Only the total percentage (**1-mode**):
    - Single choice of the resulting percentage in standard tests.
    - Two marks (technical and artistic presentation) in the Freestyle.
  - Shortened test sheet (**short mode**):
    - The standard tests are broken down into larger pieces which have to be scored (e.g. First trot tour, walk tour, second trot tour, ...).
    - Two marks (technical and artistic presentation) in the Freestyle.
  - **Full mode**:
    - We have the licence of the FEI to display complete international test sheets. The user scores them movement by movement. For experienced fans!
    - Two marks (technical and artistic presentation) in the Freestyle.

- You just have to choose the rider from the start list, score him and your result is transferred immediately.

- Compare yourself to the official result and the average spectator score!

- **Everybody can join!** One does not have to be on site. Fans that watch ClipMyHorse.tv or FEI.tv are welcome, too!

- The spectator results are broadcasted through displays, speaker and internet. Only the results that have been submitted before the publication of the official result are scored.

- The app was recently used during all dressage tests at the CDI Perl-Borg, the Stuttgart German Masters and Olympia – The London International Horse Show where we received up to 10'000 spectator results. Officials, judges, riders and fans only gave very positive feedback.

- The spectator that came close to the official results receives a special prize. This should motivate to judge in accordance with the official judges.


- Information on the company behind the app: [http://blackhorse88.com/](http://blackhorse88.com/)

**Contact us directly or ask our friends at HippoData!**

Daniel Göhlen
+49 163 8229822
daniel@blackhorse88.com
Black Horse 88 GmbH